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With more than 130 raw and revolutionary photographs, The Dirty Side of Glamour showcases Tyler

Shieldsâ€™s unrestrained creative spirit and offers a visual commentary on fame, excess, youth, the

trappings of celebrity, and the power of letting go.
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Its an amazing inside view on how beautiful , but crazy glamour can be when u are an up and

coming star in Hollywood.

Tyler's artistry, creativity, and style set him apart from all the others. His work is in a class of his

own. The Dirty Side Of Glamour gives us a small yet incredible glimpse into his world. A beautiful

book full of beautiful work. I can't wait to see what this madman has in store for us next!

Gorgeous book. I wish the pictures were labeled, because some of the people you can't recognize.

But who can complain, it's amazing, as all of Tyler's work usually is,

Disappointed in the book. I am a huge fan but I was disappointed at the lack of celeb photos in the

book that are shown elsewhere. I'm a huge fan of Aaron Paul, Garret Dillahunt, Emma Roberts etc

& I loved the photos of them by Tyler I saw on his website. I assumed they would be in the book but

they aren't! There are a few of Emma, but not the ones I liked on his website. The majority of the



photos I liked on his website were not in this book.

Purchased for a photographer friend (aka someone who actually understands modern

photography).To me (a non-artist), the book reads like a drunk Instagram account...and I don't hate

it! The photos range from wonderful to super artistic. A nice coffee table book if you never have

children or easily offended guests over.

This book is incredible. It's different than any other photography out there. A lot of Tyler's shots work

as an optical illusion. So it's more than just good pictures. It's magic. Seeing work like this inspires

you, it makes you want to get out there and start creating whatever it is that drives you. I give this

book a 5 star review. Tyler Shields has done it again.

Tyler Shields is a creative genius. His creativity knows NO bounds. The first book on his work, The

Dirty Side of Glamour, (more will surely follow!) gives a wonderful sampling of his work to date--but

only a HINT of what is yet to come from this tireless creative. To stay up to date on Tyler's newest

works, follow his postings on [...]

Excellent photographer who has produced this wonderful compilation of his works. I am excited to

see what the future holds for Tyler Shields and I am also looking forward to seeing what future

publications he releases.
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